
WHAT IS MODELS OF PRIDE?
Presented by the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s LifeWorks program, Models of Pride is the 

world’s largest FREE, all-day conference that focuses on the concerns and interests of 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Questioning (LGBTQ) youth and their allies 24 years 

old and younger. The conference also includes workshops for teachers, GSA advisors, 

social workers, counselors, parents and other professionals. Entering its 25th year, Models 

of Pride will be held on Sunday, October 29 at the campus of the University of Southern 

California. For information and updates, visit MODELSofPRIDE.org.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF MODELS OF PRIDE?
The Models of Pride Conference was created as a means of providing a safe and 

positive environment where LGBTQ youth could network with each other and expose 

themselves to new ideas and information. For 25 years, the conference has included a 

wide variety of workshops which are always adapting to the ever-changing needs and 

wants of LGBTQ youth and their allies.

WHAT CAN I EXPECT AT MODELS OF PRIDE 25?
Models of Pride starts with an Opening Session that brings everyone together to highlight 

and ignite our theme for this year, “Together We Rise.” This is followed by breakout sessions 

where we offer over 100 workshops that cover many areas of life that are experienced 

by LGBTQ youth transitioning into adulthood—including, but not limited to, arts, 

empowerment, social justice, and being a strong ally. Aside from the workshops, there is 

also a huge community fair that includes three different areas: Resource Fair, College Fair, 

and Career Fair. Throughout the conference, lunch and dinner will be provided for youth 

attending—but that’s not all! We also include a very exciting entertainment hour featuring 

prominent and well-known artists, as well as an evening dance with a live DJ. Parents and 

professionals (including service providers, educators and advisors) also have separate 

tracks of workshops within the Parent & Professional Institute. Registration opens at 7:30 a.m. 

and the dance ends at 8:30 p.m., so get ready for a full day of inspiration and education, 

where you’ll make new friends and life-long memories.

About the Los Angeles LGBT Center 

For more than 40 years, the Los Angeles LGBT Center has been building a world where 

LGBT people thrive as healthy, equal and complete members of society. We serve more 

LGBT people than any other organization in the world with services ranging from LGBT 

specialty care to cultural arts programs; from housing homeless youth to hosting life-

enriching programs for seniors. lalgbtcenter.org

About the Center’s LifeWorks program 

Best known for its flagship mentoring program, which pairs LGBTQ youth with trained 

adult mentors, the Center’s LifeWorks program also provides mentorship and leadership 

development opportunities through various after-school programs, in local high schools 

and in partnership with community organizations committed to youth. In conjunction 

with Five Keys Charter School, it even operates a charter school for youth who have 

faced discrimination and harassment at traditional schools. lifeworksla.org


